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Tax SMS system is an integrated tax office service system that Jincheng Local 
Taxation Bureau had developed in order to innovate the way of Tax Service. With the 
increasing scale of the number of taxpayers, the taxpayers more and more diversified 
demand for services, tax services, tax authorities of traditional means have failed to 
meet the individual needs of a growing number of taxpayers. Therefore, if we can rely 
on modern information technology, combined with the main business tax, create a set 
of tax returns, tax consulting and other services of the tax in one short message 
service system, is crucial to enhance the level of tax services, tax services, to expand 
content, tax services, to resolve conflicts is undoubtedly a good solution. 
This article is the completion of the tax system based on short message service 
completed. First, Paper introduces the application of information technology services, 
tax status, proposed tax SMS system needs to solve the main problems that need to be 
used for system development of related technologies have done a brief analysis of 
introduction. Second, the article according to the system to target, the system 
functional requirements and non-functional requirements described in detail. In the 
network topology, system architecture and business architecture design, based on a 
brief introduction to SMS reporting use cases, for example, the database design, use 
case, static properties, dynamic properties have done a detailed explanation. Finally 
the article focus on the design of the invoice process and hit the jackpot winning 
algorithm, the authenticity of the invoice inquiries and winning modules, cell phone 
text message reporting module features a black-box testing, the system's other 
modules function realization gives a brief introduction. 
At present, the system go through a trial run application, has been basically 
completed functional requirements. Check the authenticity of these invoices and 
winning since the launching of the module, the monthly invoices received query 
volume is close to 20, times the monthly invoices for sales of new and additional 
taxes were more than 15%, effectively putting a stop to the proliferation of fake 
invoices and fully played the "summonsed tax" function. The system's construction 
and application will more closely link to broaden the channels of service, reduce the 
land tax authorities and the grass-roots taxpayer burden. Rent system for improving 















monitoring system, the promotion of style construction, comprehensively enhance the 
overall image of Jincheng rent of great significance. 
As the function and application of the gradual expansion of the system in the 
Jincheng rent tax services will play a bigger role and other tax information system has 
certain significance as reference. 
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